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A Stokes approximation of two dimensional exterior 
Oseen flow near the boundary 

Mitsuhiro Okamura, Yoshihiro Shibata1 

and Norikazu Yamaguchi2 

Abstract. 

In this paper, we are concerned with the linearized problems of 
the stationary Navier-Stokes equations for viscous incompressible fluids 
in two dimensional exterior domain. Obtained is an error estimate 
between solutions of the Oseen equations and the Stokes equations near 
the boundary. Our main theorem implies that Stokes's linearization 
still works well even in a two dimensional exterior domain if we consider 
the neighbourhoods of the boundary. In order to prove such estimate, 
we mainly use classical hydrodynamic potential theory. 

§1. Introduction 

Let B C JR.2 be a bounded and open set whose boundary is C 2 

hypersurface and let n be the exterior domain to B, namely, n = JR.2 \B. 
Here and hereafter we choose an R0 > 0 such that BR0 (0) J Band fix 
it. Here B is an obstacle and n is a region which is filled by viscous 
incompressible Newtonian fluids. 

In this paper, we are concerned with the the following boundary 
value problem of the Oseen equations ([5]) inn: 

(1.1) 
-~u + 2J.18x1 + "\lp = 0 { au 
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divu = 0 

U=if? 

in n, 

in n, 

on an. 
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Here u = (u1 (x), u2 (x)) is the velocity and p = p(x) is the pressure; 
P = (<P 1 , <P 2 ) E C(8D) 2 is a given boundary data. f.1. > 0 is a parameter 
corresponding to the dimensionless Reynolds number; .6. is the Laplace 
operator in JR2 , \7 = (81 , 82 ) with aj = ajaxj is the gradient and divu = 
\7 · u = 81 u1 + 82u2 is the divergence of u. 

If we put f.1. ::= 0 formally in (1.1), we get the boundary value problem 
for the Stokes equations. 

(1.2) { 
-.6.u + \i'p = 0 in n, 

divu = 0 in n, 
u = p on an. 

In two space dimension case, the fundamental solution of the Stokes 
equations has logarithmic singularity at infinity (see (2.18) below), there
fore the strength of viscosity (diffusion) term .6.u is weaker than that of 
convective term ( u · \i')u. So Stokes's linearization does not work well 
in two dimensional exterior and some unbounded domains (the Stokes 
paradox). To get around this problem, in 1910 C. W. Oseen intro
duced another linearization of the Navier-Stokes equations (see [5]). Os
een linearized the Navier-Stokes equations at non-zero constant solution 
(u,p) = (Uo,Po). Without loss of generality, we may set Uo = IUole 1 = 
2j.1.e 1 , so we obtain our problem (1.1). The details are given in Galdi [2, 
Chapter VII]. 

The main purpose of this paper is to get some error estimate between 
solutions of Oseen equations (1.1) and Stokes equations (1.2) for small 
parameter p,. Especially, we show that the Stokes's linearization still 
works well even in the case of exterior problem if the neighbourhoods of 
the boundary is considered. We believe that this fact has big significance 
in terms of the numerical analysis. Our main result is connected with 
the boundary element method in theory of numerical analysis. 

The following theorem is our main result of the present paper. 

Theorem 1.1. Let u" be a solution to the Oseen equations (1.1) 
with parameter f.1. > 0 and u 0 be a solution to the Stokes equations (1.2). 
For any R > Ro, there exists an 0 < E < 1 such that if 0 < lp,l < E then 
the following estimate holds. 

(1.3) 
CR 

sup lui"- uol :'::: -- sup 14?1. 
xEnnBR(D) I log p,l xE8n 

Here CR > 0 is a positive constant independent of p,. 

Here, we shall state our method to prove Theorem 1.1. In 1993, 
Borchers and Varnhorn [1] have shown the boundedness of the Stokes 
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semigroup which is generated by the Stokes operator in two dimensional 
exterior domain. They have applied classical hydrodynamic potential 
theory to the Stokes resolvent problem and investigated the asymptotic 
behavior of the resolvent near the origin (see also Varnhorn [6]). Our 
study here is inspired by their work. Similar argument works well for 
the stationary Oseen equations (1.1). So, we are also due to the classical 
hydrodynamic potential theory to show our main theorem. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prepare some 
notations and preliminaries. In order to consider (1.1) and (1.2) by 
hydrodynamic potential theory, we require the singular fundamental so
lutions to formal Oseen and Stokes derivative operators. Especially, 
we mainly consider their asymptotic behavior. In Section 3, we give a 
sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.1 by hydrodynamic potential theory. 
First we introduce potential ansatz for (1.1) and (1.2) and prove unique 
existence theorem for corresponding boundary integral equations. After 
presenting the solutions, we will estimate the difference of the solutions. 

§2. Preliminaries 

To prove Theorem 1.1, we are due to the classical hydrodynamic 
potential method. In order to do, in this section, we shall introduce 
some notations and preliminaries. 

First we shall introduce the stress tensor related to the flow and 
formal Stokes derivative operator. 

Definition 2.1 (Stress tensor). For smooth vector valued function 
u, let D(u) = (a1ui + oiu1)j2 denote the deformation tensor. Let J2 be 
2 x 2 identity matrix and let p be a smooth scalar function. Then we 
define the stress tensor corresponding to the flow by 

(2.1) T(u,p) = -2D(u) + pfz. 

Analogously, we shall define the formally adjoint stress tensor by 

(2.2) T'(u,p) = -2D(u)- pfz. 

Definition 2.2 (Formal Stokes operator). For smooth vector field 
u and scalar function p, define the formal Stokes operator S by 
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and the adjoint operator S' by 

The following Green's first and second identities for S and S' are 
well known (see e.g., [1, 3, 6]). 

Lemma 2.3. Let DC IR2 be a bounded open set with smooth bound
ary. For smooth and solenoidal vector fields u, v and scalar functions 
p, q in D, the following Green's identities hold. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

l S(u,p) · (~) dx 

= { T(u,p)n. v da + 2 { D(u) : D(v) dx, leD lD 
l { S(u,p) · (~)- (;) · S'(v,q)} dx 

= r T(u,p)n·V-U·T'(v,q)nda. leD 
Here n E IR2 denotes the unit outer normal vector on 80.. 

Let us extend the previous formulae to the case of the Oseen equa
tions. First we shall define the modified stress tensor and the formal 
Oseen operator. 

Definition 2.4 (Modified Stress tensor). For a smooth vector field 
u and a scalar function p, define the modified stress tensor by 

(2.5) TIL: (;) --> Tp(u,p) = -2D(u) + J.L(u 0) +Ph 

and the formally adjoint modified stress tensor by 

T~: (;) --> T~(u,p) = -2D(u)- J.L(u 0)- ph 

Here (u 0) stands for the following 2 x 2 matrix: 

( u 0) = ( ~~ ~) . 
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Definition 2.5 (Formal Oseen operator). For J1 > 0, we define the 
formal Oseen operator 

~'" . (u) ______. ~'" ( ) = (-.6-u + 21181 u + '\lp) 
VJ.L. VI-' U,p d" 1 

p wu 

and the adjoint operator 

0 , : (u) ______. 0 , (u,p) = (-.6-u- 2~81u- '\lp)· 
1-' p 1-' -dlVU 

From Lemma 2.3 and Gauss divergence formula, we have the follow
ing Green's identities for 0 11 and 0~. 

Lemma 2.6. Let D, u, v, p, q be the same as in Lemma 2. 3. Then 
the following formulae hold. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

l 0 11 (u,p) · (:) =laD T 11 (u,p)n. vdcr 

+2 { D(u): D(v)dx+11j aau ·vdx, JD D X1 

l 0 11 (u,p) · (:) - (:) . O~(v, q) dx 

= { {T11 (u,p)n·v-u·T~(v,q)n}dcr. laD 
In order to represent the solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) by layer poten

tials, we require the fundamental solution E11 = (E'jk)j,k=1,2,3, J1 2: 0. 
The fundamental tensor E11 = (E'jk)j,k=1,2,3 is a 3 x 3 matrix which 
satisfies the following identity. 

Here Y' denotes the class of tempered distribution, 8 stands for Dirac's 
distribution in JR2 and J3 denotes the 3 x 3 identity matrix. 

In order to get explicit representation formula of E'jk, we are due to 
Fourier transform and its inverse transform. For every k = 1, 2, 3, we 
have the following vector identity 

(2.8) 
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Here Ojk denotes the Kronecker symbol. From (2.8), for j, k = 1, 2, we 
have 

(2.9) 

By using inverse Fourier transform, for j, k = 1, 2 we have 

Here §~;- 1 [ · ] denotes the inverse Fourier transform with respect to ~
variable. Since 

(2.11) 

in order to get the explicit representation formula for Efk(x), j, k = 

1,2, it suffices to compute FM(x) = §~;- 1 [(1~1 2 + 2Mi6)- 1](x), because 

§~;- 1 [1~1- 2 ] =-log lxl/27r. Setting FM(x) = e~"x'G'"(x), GM must satisfy 
the Helmholtz equation (reduced wave equation) (M2 - ~)GM = o in 
Y'(JR2 ). It is well known that GM(x) = Ko(Mixl)/27r. Thus, we have 

(2.12) 

Here and in the followings, Kn, n EN U {0} denotes the modified Bessel 
function of order n. 
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From (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) the explicit representation formula 
of E1k (J-L > 0) is given by 

(2.13) Ei1 (x) = -E~2 (x) + FJ.L(x) 

= 4~7r [ - 1:12 + J-LeJ.Lx, Ko(J-Lixl) + J-LeJ.Lx, ~~ Kl(J-Lixl)] , 

(2.14) Ei2(x) =E~1 (x) = 4~1r [- 1:12 +J-LeJ.Lx,~IKl(J-Lixl)], 

(2.15) E~2 (x) = 4~7r [ l:12 + J-LeJ.Lx, Ko(J-Lixl)- J-LeJ.LX' ~1l K 1 (J-Lix1)] . 

J.L ( ) _ J.L ( ) _ 1 Xk 
(2.16) E3k x - Ek3 x - 2Jr lxl2' k # 3, 

(2.17) Er3 (x) = 5(x)-; 1:12 . 

Here we have used the fact that Kb(x) = -K1(x). 
On the Stokes equations (J-L = 0 case), the explicit representation 

formula of the fundamental tensor EJk are well known (see e.g., [2, 6] 
and cited therein). 

EJk(x) = 4~ { -5jk log lxl + ~~~2k}, j, k # 3, 

(2.18) 0 0 1 Xk 
E3k(x) = Ek3(x) = 2Jr lxl2' k # 3, 

Eg3 (x) = J(x). 

It is important to know asymptotic behavior of the fundamental 
solutions E1k (J-L > 0) when J-Lixl ---+ 0. In order to investigate such be
havior, the following lemma concerning the asymptotics of the modified 
Bessel function plays crucial role. 

Lemma 2. 7. The modified Bessel functions of second kind have the 
following asymptotic behavior when z ---+ 0, 

Ko(z) = -log z +log 2- r + O(z2) log z, 

Kl(z)=-+- logz-log2+r-- +0(z3 )logz. 1 z ( 1) 
z 2 2 

Here r = 0.57721 ... denotes Euler's constant. 
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From (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), Taylor expansion and Lemma 2.7, we 
have 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Ei1 (x) = 4~ (-log lxl + 
1
:f2 ) + 4~(-logJL + log2 -')') 

+ Rn (JL, x )JL log JL, 

1-' ( ) _ 1-' ( ) _ 1 X1 X2 ( ) l E12 x - E21 x - 471' W + R12 JL,X JL ogJL, 

E~2(x)= 4~ (-loglxl+ 
1
:f2 ) + 4~(-logJL+log2- 7 -1) 

+ R22 (JL, x) JL log JL, 

where Rjk(JL,x) (j,k = 1,2) stand for continuous kernel with respect to 
JL and x. 

Remark 2.8. Since Rjk(JL, x) is continuous with respect to JL and x, 
(2.19)-(2.21) show the fundamental tensor of the Oseen equations has 
the same singularity as that of the Stokes equations. 

With help of the singular fundamental tensor Ejk, we shall define 
the layer potentials. For JL :2:: 0, the single layer potential is defined by 

(2.22) x eJ_an, 

and the double layer potential is defined by 

(2.23) x ej_an. 

Here 3 x 2 matrix E~c) is determined from the fundamental tensor ElL 

by eliminating the last column and the double layer tensor DIL(x, y) is 
given by the following formula 

(2.24) 
D~-'(x, y) = T( -T!L,xE~-'(x- y)n(y)) 

= ((-TIL,xE~(x- y))ijnj(y))ki' 

Here n(y) denotes the unit outer normal on an. 
Setting z = x- y and n = n(y), here we consider the asymptotic 

behavior of the double layer kernel DIL(x, y), JL > 0 when JLizl ----> 0. From 
Lemma 2.7, (2.13)-(2.17) and (2.24), we obtain the following asymptotic 
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expansion when J.Lizl --+ 0. 

(2.25) 
J.t _ 1z~z·n(y) J.L J..1,Z1Z2 

Du (x, y) - -; lzl 4 - 87r n1(y) + 47r wn2(y) + h.o.t., 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

J.t _ 1 Z1Z2Z · n(y) J.L J.L Z1Z2 
D12(x,y)- -; lzl 4 - 47r log lzln2(Y) + 27r wnl(Y) 

- l:.(log J.L- log 2 + 1)n2(y) 
47r 

- ~ (5zl- z~)n2(y) + h.o.t., 

J.t 1 Z1Z2Z · n(y) J.L 
D21 (x,y)=-; lzl 4 + 47rloglzln2(y) 

+ ~ (log J.L - log 2 + 1 - ~) n2 (y) 

J.L Z2(z · n(y)) J.L Z1Z2 
+ 47r lzl2 - 47r wn2(Y) + h.o.t., 

1z~z·n(y) J.L 
D~2(x,y)=-; lzl4 - 47rloglzlnl(Y) 

J.L J.L 5z2 + z2 
--(logJ.L-log2+1)nl(Y)-- j l2 2n1(y) 

47r 87r z 

J.L J.L 3zlz2 + z~ 
- 47r log lzln2(y)- 47r lzl 2 n2(y) 

+ ..t:_( -logJ.L + log2 -~- 1)n2(Y) + h.o.t., 
47r 

Here we have used the relation z~ = lzl 2 - z~ to get (2.27) and (2.28). 
In the case J.L = 0, we have (see [1, 6]) 

(2.31) Do( ) = _..!_ ZkZiZ. n(y) (k . = 1 2) 
kt x, y 7r lzl4 'z ' ' 

(2.32) D o( ) = _..!_ (2ziz · n(y) _ ni(Y)) ( ) 
3• x, y 7r lzl4 lzl2 i = 1, 2 . 
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Remark 2.9. The double layer kernel matrix DJ.t.(x, y) (J.L > 0) has 
the same singularity as D 0 (x, y). This property is important to analyze 
jump relation of the potentials (see Proposition 2.10). 

Here and hereafter, let 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(E;.P)(x) = { E}:A(x- y).P(y) da(y), lan 
(D;w)(x) = { D}J"l(x, y).P(y) da(y), Jan 

denote the single layer and double layer potentials corresponding to the 
velocity part of the potentials, respectively. Here the 2 x 2 matrix E1r,c) 
is obtained from EJ.t. by eliminating the last row and last column and 

n}:"l is also obtained from DJ.t. by eliminating the last row. 
In order to prove the existence theorem of solution to (1.1) and (1.2), 

we need the normal stress of the single layer potential. 

(2.35) 
(H;.P)(x) = { TJ.t.,x(E~cl(x- y).P(y))n(xo) da(y) lan 

= r HJ.I.(x, y).P(y) da(y), X~ an. lan 
Here Xo E an is a uniquely determined projection of X E u onto an, 
where U is a tubular neighbourhood of an. From definition of H;, we 
can easily see that H; = ( D~) *. 

From Remarks 2.8 and 2.9, we have the following jump and continu
ity relations for the surface potentials corresponding to velocity parts. 

Proposition 2.10. Let .P E C(an) and let E~, D~ and H; be the 
boundary layer potentials define by (2.33), (2.34) and (2.35). Then the 
following relations hold. 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(E;.P)i = (E;.P) = (E;.P)e, 

(n•.p)i- n•q; = +~.P = n•q;- (D • .P)e 
J1. J1. 2 J1. J1. ' 

(H • .P)i - H•q; = - ~q; = H•q; - (H • .P)e 
J1. J1. 2 J1. J1. • 

Here wi and we denote the interior and exterior limits, respectively. 
Namely, 

wi(z) = lim w(x), we(z) = lim w(x). 
nc3x-z fl3x->z 
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§3. A Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.1 

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. First we shall 
consider the solvability of the boundary value problems for the Oseen 
and Stokes equations. We choose the following ansatz (see [1, p. 285]). 

(3.1) (u~-') (x) = Dp,.P- ryEp,M.P + 1471"0: Ep,.P, p, > 0, 
~ ~JL 

(3.2) (;:) (x) = D0.P- ryE0 M.P- a: lan (~) da. 

Here M : .P ----> M.P = .P - .PM and 

q, M := l8~llan q, da. 

From (1.1), (1.2), (3.1), (3.2) and Proposition 2.10, we obtain the 
following two systems of boundary integral equations. 

(3.3) t"P = Kp,.P = (-~!2 + D:- ryE;M + 147ro: E;) .P, p, > 0, 
2 ogp, 

(3.4) t"P = Ko.P = ( -~!2 + D~- ryE0M- o:I80I(h- M)) .P 

For unique solvability of the above integral equations (3.3) and (3.4), 
we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. Let ip E C(80)2 . Then 

(i) For any ry > 0, a: > 0, there exists P,o > 0 such that if p, < P,o 
then there exists exactly one solution .P E C(80) 2 of the system 
of the boundary integral equations (3.3). 

(ii) For any ry > 0, a: =1- 0 there exists exactly one solution .P E 

C(80)2 of the system of the boundary integral equations (3.4). 

Proof The second assertion (ii) was already proven by Borchers 
and Varnhorn [1] (see also Varnhorn [6]), so here we only show (i). 

Since the boundary integral operator Kp, (p, > 0) is a compact op
erator on c (an) 2 ' in view of Fredholm alternative theorem, solvability 
of Kp,.P = ip follows from the uniqueness result for the following homo
geneous adjoint system with respect to usual inner product in R.2 , 

(3.5) 0 = K*.P = (-~!2 +(D.)*- ryM(E.)* + 47ro: (E•)*) .P. 
~-' 2 ~-' ~-' logp, 1-' 

Here we have used the fact that (D;)* = H;. 
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Assume now l/F is a non-trivial solution of (3.5). We shall show 
l/F = 0. Since (D;)* = H;, by virtue of (2.36) and (2.38), we have 

Therefore, we obtain 

(3.6) 

Set T(v, q) = (EJ.L)*l/F. We can easily see that the pair offunctions (v, q) 
solves the following Oseen equations in a bounded domain ni = B: 

{ 
av . 

-~v- 2j-t axl - \lq = 0 1ll ni, 
-divv = 0 in ni. 

Therefore, by using Green's first identity in ni and (3.6), we see that 

If we choose J-t E (0, 1) sufficiently small so that 

81ra 
log(l/ J-t) - J-t > 0' 

then we see that v = 0 in ni. Hence we have 

. . 47ra 
(H=l/F)' = (qn)' = ryMv- -1 -v = 0. 

ogJ-t 
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On the other hand E=tP solves the following exterior boundary value 
problem in fle = n, 

{ 
-~v- 2p, av - 'Vq = 0 in 

axl 
divv = 0 in 

v = 0 on 

Therefore from the uniqueness result due to Galdi [2], we obtain (v, q) = 

(0, 0) in fle. This implies (H;tP)e = 0. 
Combining the above facts, by (2.38), we have tP 

(H;tP)i = 0 . This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Next we shall prepare some key lemmas to prove our main results. 

Lemma 3.2. For Kp, and K 0 defined in (3.3) and (3.4), there exists 
0 < P,o < 1 such that if llll < P,o the following estimate holds. 

(3.7) 
c 

IIIK~t - Kolll :::; I log Ill. 

Here and hereafter 111·111 denotes the operator norm II· II2(C(8!1),C(8!1))· 

Proof Let tP E C(80)2 . Then from (3.3) and (3.4), we see that 

IIK"tP- KotPIIccan) 

:::; II(D~- Do)tPIIccan) + I11III(E;- E~)MtPIIc(an) 

+ lalll 1
4

7r E;tP + lBO I (J2 - M)tPII 
ogp, C(8!1) 

= J1(p,) + l11lh(p,) + lalh(p,) 

We shall estimate Jk(!-l) (k = 1, 2, 3) separately. First we consider J1(p,). 

Jl(p,) =max I r (D}:'l(x, y)- Dar)(x, y))tP(y) da(y)l 
xE8!1 lao 

:::; lltPIIc(8!1) max r ID};l (x, y) -Dar) (x, y)l da(y). 
xE8!1 lao 

From (2.25), (2.26), (2.27), (2.28) and (2.31), we see that 

(3.8) 
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Next we consider h(f.l} From (2.18), (2.19) and the fact that 
fan Mw du = 0, we have 

lhn (Ei1 (x- y)- Er1 (x- y))Mw(y) du(y)l 

< llan Rn(J.L,X- Y)J.LlogJ.LMW(y)du(y)l· 

Therefore we have 

II { (Ei1 (x- y)- Er1(x- y))Mw(y) du(y)ll 
lan c(an) 

::; CJ.LilogJ.LIIIwllc(Bn)· 

By similar calculation, we get the estimates of the same type for the 
other components. Therefore, we obtain the estimate 

(3.9) 

Set 

Finally, we consider h (J.L). 

J3(J.L) =max 1 1
4

7r E;w + l3fll(h- M)wl 
xE8r! ogJ.L 

::; IIWIIc(an) max I r (l47r E~r,c)(x- y) + 12) dul. 
xE8r! Jan og J.l 

From (2.19), we have 
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Therefore we see that 

(3.10) 

max 1 r an(x, y) dal 
xE8!1 lan 

:::::-ll-1 -1 r (lloglx-yll+1+log2+r)da 
og J.l lan 

+J.L r IRn(J.L,x-y)lda 
Jan 

cl 
::::: llogJ.LI + C2J.1 

287 

By (2.21) and similar manner of the proof of (3.10), we get the estimate 
of the same type for a 22 ( x, y), 

(3.11) max I r a22(x, y) dal ::::: -1 cl I + c2J.l· 
xE8!1 lan logj.l 

Next we consider a 12(x, y)(= a21(x, y)). From (2.20), we see that 

a12(x, y) = a21(x, y) = 1
47T Er2(x- y) 
ogJ.l 

1 (x1- yl)(x2- Y2) 
=-1- I 12 +47TJ.1R12(J.L,X-y). 

ogJ.l x- y 

Therefore, we obtain 

(3.12) 

Summing up (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), we have desired estimate for small 
J.1 > 0. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.3. If J.l > 0 is sufficiently small. Then we have 

(3.13) 

Proof From Theorem 3.1 (ii), the boundary integral operator Ko 
has bounded inverse. By virtue of (3.7) we may choose J.l sufficiently 
small so that 

(3.14) 

Then the Neumann series 
00 

(!2- A'")- 1 =LA~, A'"= K 0 1(Ko- K'") 
j=O 
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absolutely converges in 2(C(80), C(80)) with 

111(12- All)- 1 111:::; (1 -IIIAillll- 1 ) 

:::; (1 -IIIKoiii- 1 IIIKo- Kd- 1 ):::; 2. 

Since All = !2 - K01 Kll is equivalent to K;; 1 = (!2 - All)-1 K01 , we 
obtain 

This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 

Now we are ready to prove our main theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let ull(x) and uo(x) be solutions to the 
Oseen equations and Stokes equations, respectively, 

ull(x) = Lll.P = ( v: -ryE:M + 1!:: E:) Iff, 

uo(x) = Lo.P = (D~ -ryE~M- ai80I(J- M)).P. 

From the above two relations, we have 

lull(x)- uo(x)l = ILilK;; 1g,- LoK0 1g,l 

:::; I(Lil- Lo)K;;1g,l + ILo(K;;1 - K01)g,l = G1 +G2. 

We shall estimate G 1 and G 2 , separately. First we consider G 1 . From 
Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we have 

(3.16) 

Next we consider G2 . Since Kll = K 0 (K01(Kil- K 0 ) +I), we see 
that 

K- 1 = (I- K- 1(K - K ))- 1 K- 1 ll 0 0 ll 0 . 

Setting All = K 01(Ko - Kll), then K;; 1 = (I- All)K01 and we have 

00 

K- 1 = K- 1 + ""'A1 · K- 1 ll 0 L....., ll 0 . 
j=1 
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Hence, by virtue of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we have 

00 

IIIK; 1 - Ko 1 lll::::; l:A~ 111Ko 1 lll 
j=l 

00 

::::; lilA~' Ill 2:: A~ 111Ko 1 lll 
j=O 

Therefore, we obtain 

sup ILo(K; 1 - Ko 1)4>1::::; CRII(K; 1 - Ko 1)4>llccan) 
xE!!R 

(3.17) 
CR 

::::; llogp,lll4>llc(an)· 

Combining (3.16) and (3.17), we have Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D. 

Acknowledgement. The authors would like to express their thanks 
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